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between the Val66Met polymorphism in the
brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and BMI
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The goal of this study is to investigate the relationship between the Val66Met polymorphism in the brain-
derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and body mass index (BMI) in two sizable and well-characterized
populations of British women: the British Women’s Heart and Health Study (BWHHS) (age 60–79 years)
and the mothers from the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children (age 16–44 years). We
genotyped the Val66Met polymorphism (rs6265) in these two populations, and conducted a linear
regression analysis to test for an association between this polymorphism and BMI. Both study populations
indicated an association between BMI and the Val66Met polymorphism, with individuals carrying the
Met–Met genotype having a lower mean BMI than those with the Val–Met or Val–Val genotypes (in the
BWHHS): mean BMI difference¼�0.911 kg/m2, 95% confidence interval (CI): �1.70 to �0.12, P¼0.023; in
the mothers from the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children (ALSPAC): mean BMI
difference¼�0.57 kg/m2, 95%CI: �1.08 to �0.054, P¼0.03). In a pooled analysis of these two studies,
together with one further published study that provided data in a suitable format for inclusion in our
meta-analysis, we found a pooled difference of �0.76 (95% CI: �1.16, �0.036) for adult women; I2–test for
heterogeneity¼51%, P¼0.13. Our study indicated an association between BDNF and BMI in two general
population studies of women. The exact role of BDNF in weight regulation merits further investigation.
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Introduction
It has been documented that the brain-derived neuro-

trophic factor (BDNF) plays an essential role in the

development, survival and differentiation of neurons

through its receptor, tropomyosin-related kinase B (TrkB).1

BDNF has also been implicated in a range of

behaviors, including hyperphagia and hyperactivity,

and is associated with obesity in several types of knockout

mice models.2 –4 Taken together, these studies implicate
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the role of BDNF in weight regulation (related to eating

disorders (EDs) and obesity) and in the development of

behavioral disorders (related to anxiety, hyperactivity and

aggressive behaviors).

BDNF’s involvement in the development of obesity in

humans has been highlighted by two earlier studies.5,6

Furthermore, in humans, a BDNF contribution to the

etiology of EDs has been documented by using a case–

control study design in six European populations.7 Speci-

fically, they reported a strong association between the

Met66 variant within the BDNF gene and all ED

sub-phenotypes, including anorexia (AN), restricting AN

(ANR), binge-eating/purging AN and bulimia nervosa (BN).

They also observed an association between another BDNF

variant ‘�270 C4T’ and BN and late age-at-onset of weight

loss.7 In a later study, to replicate their earlier findings,

Ribases et al genotyped both genetic variants in an

additional 453 ED trios recruited from six European centers

and reported an over-transmission of the –270C/Met66

haplotype to the offspring affected with ANR.8 In compar-

ison, the relationship between genetic variants in BDNF

and obesity in humans has been less well studied. Gunstad

et.al. 9 first investigated a direct effect of the Val66Met

polymorphism (rs6265) on mean BMI in humans.They

tested an association between the BDNF Val66Met poly-

morphism and BMI in a healthy population of 481 adults

aged between 18–82 years.9 After adjusting for gender,

their analysis suggested that individuals with the Met–Met

genotype had a lower mean BMI than those with the

Val–Met or Val–Val genotypes. This association was

statistically significant for women, but in the analyses

combining women and men, and adjusting for gender, it

did not reach conventional levels of statistical signifi-

cance.9 Taken together, these findings could be interpreted

as suggesting that the Met–Met genotype may modify

energy balance pattern and, therefore, these individuals are

less likely to develop obesity or EDs. This effect may be

particularly so for women.

Our aim in this study is to further investigate the

relationship between the genetic variants in BDNF and

BMI by genotyping the same genetic variants in BDNF in

two sizable and well-characterized populations of British

women: (1) the British Women’s Heart and Health Study

(BWHHS); and (2) the mothers from the Avon Longitudinal

Study of Parents and Children (ALSPAC).10,11 Both

studies have considerably greater statistical power than

the original published study of this association,9 and than

a second published study that also reported a null

association.12

Participants and methods
The British Women’s Heart and Health Study

The BWHHS is a prospective cohort study established

primarily to determine the causes and consequences of

heart disease in women. Between 1999 and 2001, 4286

women in the age range of 60–79 were randomly selected

from 23 British towns to take part in this study. Of the 4286

participants, eight refused consent for genetic testing, 349

did not donate blood samples and 29 were described by the

examining nurses as being non-white. Of the remaining

3900 women, 3631 individuals were successfully geno-

typed and also had information on BMI; these women were

included in this analysis. All the participants in this study

were interviewed, examined, completed medical question-

naires and had detailed reviews of their medical records.

The full details of the selection of study participants and

their measurements have been reported earlier .13

The body mass index of all participants was calculated

from weight (assessed in light clothing) and standing

height, which were measured in the clinic by research

nurses using standard procedures. Participants were also

asked to report their smoking status and were classified

into three groups: non-smoker, past-smoker and current

smoker. Daily alcohol consumption (consuming alcohol

on most days or everyday were classified as high alcohol

consumption) and physical activity (subjects with o2h of

moderate or vigorous activity per week were defined as

physically inactive) were also obtained from the interview

or questionnaires. The occupational social class of the head

of the household was derived from the participant’s report

of both her and her spouse’s occupation, using the UK

Registrar General’s Classification (social class I indicates

professional; II indicates managerial/technical; III indicates

skilled non-manual; IIIM indicates skilled manual; IV

indicates partly skilled manual; and V indicates unskilled

manual worker).

Local medical research ethics committee approvals were

obtained for the BWHHS. Participants were asked for

informed consent to carry out anonymized genetic tests

on stored blood. The eight women who declined to give

consent were not included in this study.

Mothers from the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents
and Children

The ALSPAC study is designed to observe the ways in which

different aspects of the environment affect the develop-

ment and health of the child and parents, and the

extent to which such influences are affected by genetic

susceptibility. For the purpose of this study, we only used

the blood samples from the mothers from ALSPAC. It is a

geographically based cohort that recruited pregnant

women residing in Avon with an expected delivery date

between 1 April 1991 and 31 December 1992. A total of

14 541 pregnant women were initially enrolled, which

represents 80–90% of the eligible population10; see

www.alspac.bris.ac.uk for further information about

the ALSPAC cohort. Ethical approval was obtained from

the ALSPAC Law and Ethics Committee and from local

research ethics committees.
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Body Mass Index was calculated using self-reported

weight and height obtained from a questionnaire com-

pleted in early pregnancy, in which the mothers were asked

to report their weight and height immediately before their

pregnancy. The occupational social class was obtained

using the same method described for BWHHS.

Of a total of 15311 mothers who participated in the

ALSPAC study, 12794 described themselves as European

British. Of these women, 7779 donated a blood sample and

6478 had data on both genotype and BMI, and were

included in our analysis.

DNA preparation and genotyping

DNA from peripheral blood was extracted and processed as

described earlier.11

All genotyping was carried out by KBioscience (http://

www.kbioscience.co.uk). Single-nucleotide polymorphisms

(SNPs) were genotyped using the KASPar chemistry,

which is a competitive allele-specific PCR–SNP genotyping

system using FRET quencher cassette oligos (http://

www.kbioscience.co.uk/genotyping/genotyping_chemistry.

html). Blind duplicates, plate-identifying blank wells and

the Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) tests were used as

quality control tests. Further, the same assay and condi-

tions were used to genotype our samples.

Statistical analysis

The Hardy–Weinburg Equilibrium was assessed using

Pearson’s w2-test. The distribution of non-genetic variables,

such as age, socioeconomic position and consumption of

tobacco and alcohol, by genotype is presented. These

analyses were undertaken to determine whether any of

these characteristics might confound the association of

genotype with BMI. The w2-test was used for categorical

data and Student’s t-test was used for continuous data to

determine statistical evidence for variations in the

distributions of these variables by genotype. Consistent

with earlier studies, we a priori tested a recessive genetic

model for the association of BDNF with BMI, that is, we

assessed the mean difference in BMI between women with

the Met–Met genotype and those with either Val–Met or

Val–Val. We used student’s t-test to examine unadjusted

associations between these two groups defined by geno-

type and BMI. To adjust for covariables, we performed a

multivariable linear regression model. We a priori decided

that we would adjust for age and, in addition, any other

covariables that were found in either study to be associated

with genotype (and BMI). As noted in Table 1 social class in

the BWHHS study and alcohol consumption in the ALSPAC

study were found to be associated with genotype and were,

therefore, included in the linear regression models for their

respective studies, along with age (included in both

studies). The resultant regression coefficient for genotype

gives the mean difference in BMI between the two

groups, having controlled for other covariables. We

tested the underlying assumption of a linear regression

model – that the outcome (in this case, BMI) is a linear

function of the regression parameters of the model – by

examining the distribution of residuals from the model.

(Normally distributed residuals indicate that the linearity

assumption of the model is not violated.)14 A normal plot

showed that the residuals were normally distributed

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of participants from BWHHS and ALSPAC by BDNF genotypes (mean±s.d. for continuous
data and total number for categorical data)

BWHHS ALSPAC

Val66Met VV/VM MM P-value VV/VM MM P-value

Number 3468 163 6253 225
Age (years) 68.84±5.5 69.25±5.6 0.350 28.47±4.7 28.48±4.6 0.996

Social class
Manual 1965 80 0.057 2754 103 0.284
Non-manual 1503 83 2996 96

Smoking status
Non-smoker 1937 102 0.092 3171 106 0.353
Smoker 1,529 61 2948 112

Daily drinking
No 2850 128 0.226 5407 202 0.046
Yes 615 35 720 16

Physical activitya

Active 2800 132 0.992 2353 77 0.180
Inactive 659 31 2823 113

The Va166Met genotypes has been labelled as MM: Met-Met; VM: Val-Met; VV: Val-Val.
aCut-off of physical activity is 2 h physical exercise per week in BWHHS and one physical exercise per week in ALSPAC.
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and, therefore, the linearity assumption was not violated in

this model.

Meta-analysis

To increase precision and also to explore whether any

association might differ between different study popula-

tions, we decided to conduct a meta-analysis of our two

primary study results and other relevant published results.

We searched the literature for earlier publications of this

association using the following terms: BDNF, Brain-derived

neurotrophic factor, in combination with BMI, body mass

index. We also searched the results of earlier published

genome-wide association studies of BMI or obesity.

As the sampling frame and population characteristics

(particularly with respect to age) of the two primary study

populations (BWHHS and ALSPAC) are different, and as we

also wished to include results from other published studies

if they provide individual participant data, we decided a

priori to pool effect estimates rather than individual

participant data. We tested between-study heterogeneity

by means of Cochran’s Q–test and quantified any hetero-

geneity using the I2 measure.15 (As pointed by Higgins et al

(2003), a better approach to quantify the heterogeneity

effect can be used to measure the degree of inconsistency

in results from various investigations.)15 An I2 value of zero

indicated no heterogeneity and larger values indicated

evidence of heterogeneity. The results showed borderline

heterogeneity (I2¼51%). Hence we conducted both a

random and a fixed-effect meta-analysis; the results for

these two were essentially the same and the fixed effect

meta-analysis is presented. All analyses were conducted

using STATA version 9.2.

Results
Of the characteristics tested, only alcohol consumption in

the ALSPAC mothers was associated with genotype

(Table 1). There was also weak statistical evidence of an

association between social class and genotype in the

BWHHS study. Therefore, both these variables were

included in the final genetic analysis model.

In BWHHS, approximately 64.5% of the total study

population (n¼2346) were Val–Val homozygotes, 30.9%

(n¼1122) were Val–Met heterozygotes and 4.49%

(n¼163) were Met–Met homozygotes. There was no

deviation from HWE, P¼0.053. In ALSPAC, approximately

65.8% of the total study population (n¼ 4261) were

Val–Val homozygotes, 30.8% (n¼1992) were Val–Met

heterozygotes and 3.47% (n¼225) were Met–Met homo-

zygotes. There was no deviation from HWE, P¼ 0.68.

The associations of genotype with BMI for both studies

are presented in Table 2. As our primary outcome variable

is a quantitative trait, and we conducted a liner regression

analysis, we reported the ‘mean difference’ in BMI of two

different groups (carriers of Met–Met vs carriers of Val–Val

and Val–Met).

Both study populations indicated an association between

BMI and the Val66Met polymorphism, with individuals

carrying the Met–Met genotype having a lower mean BMI

than those with the Val–Met or Val–Val genotypes.

Associations did not change substantially with adjustment

for alcohol consumption (ALSPAC) or social class (BWHHS),

or both, both of which had shown weak associations with

genotype (see Table 1) or for adjustment with age in both

studies (adjusted P-values presented in Table 2).

We were able to obtain data in a relevant format for

inclusion in our meta-analyses only from one of these

studies.9 Figure 1 shows the meta-analysis combining data

Table 2 BMI comparison by genotype and study group

VM/VV MM Mean difference in BMI MM vs VM/MM (95%CI) P-value Adjusted P

BWHHS 3468 163
BMI (mean±s.d.) 27.63±5.02 26.72±4.78 �0.911 (�1.70, �0.12) 0.023 0.030

ALSPAC 6253 225
BMI (mean±s.d.) 23.04±3.87 22.47±3.65 �0.57 (�1.08, �0.054) 0.030 0.021

Abbreviations: ALSPAC, avon longitudinal study of parents and children; BMI, body mass index; BWHHS, British women’s heart and health study.
The Va166Met genotypes has been labelled as MM: Met-Met; VM: Val-Met; VV: Val-Val.
Mean difference in BMI is the difference between two normalized means of two comparison groups (carriers of MM vs carriers of MM and MV) and are
given in Kg/m2. The mean values divided by an estimate of the within-group standard deviation have shown. Ages of participants were used as
covariates in the association model in both studies, while alcohol consumption in ALSPAC and social class in BWHHS, both of which had shown weak
associations with genotype (see Table 1), were also included as covariates in the adjusted P-values.

–5 –4 –3 –2 –1 0 1

Study ID
Mean difference in BMI
MM vs MV/VV (95% CI)

–0.91 (–1.66, –0.16)BWHHS

–0.57 (–1.06, –0.08)ALSPAC

–2.44 (–4.24, –0.64)Gunstad, 2006

–0.76 (–1.16, –0.36)Overall (I2 = 51.2%, P = 0.129)

Figure 1 The mean difference in BMI by comparing Met-Met to
Met-Val/Val-Val genotype in two cohort studies, BWHHS and ALSPAC.
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from ALSPAC, BWHHS and the data for women reported by

Gunstad et al.9 The pooled estimate indicated a mean

difference of 0.76 kg/m2 (95% confidence interval (CI):

0.36, 1.16), Po0.001, comparing women with the

Met–Met genotype with all other women (Figure 1).

Discussion
Our study strongly indicated an association between the

Met–Met genotype in BDNF and lower BMI in two general

population studies of European women, both of which

have considerably greater sample sizes than the initial

study carried out by Gunstad et al (2006). Although the

gender-combined association finding by Gunstad et al did

not reach the statistical significance level required to claim

an association finding, the effect they reported was in the

same direction as we reported here. Furthermore, their

findings for women only appear consistent with our

findings in ALSPAC and BWHHS women.

In general, population-based association studies are

more powerful than family-based linkage studies for

detecting genes with modest effects and lower penetrance

underlying complex human traits.16 However, the possibi-

lity of generating false positive findings from epidemiolo-

gical studies is acknowledged.17 Therefore, replication

studies are mandatory to verify genetic association findings

for complex traits. This study generates exciting findings

for an association between BMI and a genetic variant

in BDNF, which further establishes the role of Val66Met in

variations in BMI and possibly in the development of

obesity in women. We would like to note that both studies

are of British origin and the genotyping was conducted by

the same commercial company using the same PCR

conditions. The similar magnitude of effect, despite the

populations having different age and BMI distributions,

increases the likelihood that these are not chance findings

or explained by bias. Our findings are also broadly

consistent with those for women in the study by Gunstad

et al, though we acknowledge that those results suggest an

even stronger association, and the small sample size of that

study, with consequent wide CI, limits the power of our

test for heterogeneity between it and our findings in

ALSPAC and BWHHS. (As can be seen in Figure 1, the study

by Gunstad et al accounts for nearly 51% variation between

studies.) In the ALSPAC mothers, weight and height were

based on self-report and a number of studies have reported

systematic reporting bias in a variety of populations for

these characteristics, such that those who are shorter tend

to overestimate their height and those who are fatter tend

to underestimate their weight.18,19 Individuals will not be

aware of their BDNF status and, therefore, it is unlikely that

this misreporting will be differential by genotype and will

lead to important bias. Furthermore, the similarity in effect

between our two studies (with direct measurement of BMI

in BWHHS) suggests that the use of self-reported data in

ALSPAC is unlikely to have importantly biased our reported

findings from this study.

Despite our results in two large studies, it is important to

note that other studies have failed to find an association

between BDNF and BMI. The study by Friedel et al 12 had a

small sample size and may have had insufficient statistical

power to exclude an effect. Two published genome-wide

association studies (GWAS) failed to detect Val66Met as

associated with BMI.20,21 One possible explanation for this

observation is that studies with different design and/or

conducted in different populations may lead to the

discovery of different genetic variants that are associated

with obesity-related traits. GWAS, because of their nature,

require more stringent criteria for statistically testing the

candidate gene approaches that are, in theory, more

hypothesis driven. In the large number of associations

tested, only results that show significant GWAS associa-

tions are presented more fully and we were unable to

obtain data from these studies in a format that would

enable us to include them in our meta-analysis. Thus,

although our results suggest an association in women, we

do not have sufficient information to formally test whether

there is any true difference in the association between

women and men, and it is possible that our findings in

women are because of chance. Further large studies that

include large numbers of both men and women are

required to examine this. Studies exploring the mechan-

isms by which BDNF might influence BMI are also

warranted.

Finally, we would like to acknowledge another limitation

of this study. Owing to limited funding, we were unable to

examine possible population stratification using additional

unrelated SNPs. It is possible that there may exist a subtle

level of population stratification because there seems to be

a difference in the distribution of BDNF genotypes between

two populations (Po0.05). In the future, we hope to have

genome-wide data in the ALSPAC population that will

enable us to explore this possibility further.

In conclusion, our findings provide some further

evidence that BDNF is associated with variation in BMI in

women. Further large studies are required to determine

whether there is a true gender difference in this association

and possible mechanism.
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